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M
The first thought that crossed my mind when the government announced the

loosening of pandemic related restrictions was that our students can finally come

back to our campus. My colleagues and I have missed having the students

around and we really looked forward to see them in person again.

Indeed, in the past 2 years, all of us have learned so much and opened our eyes

and hearts to many wonderful experiences. We even had our first ever Victoria

University Melbourne Student Speaker representative at the virtual graduation

ceremony held in July 2021. I remember watching the broadcast at home and

being very proud of our student and her coursemates.

We also launched an unprecedented Lab@Home campaign to ensure that our

students hone their laboratory skills in preparation for their science practical

exams. Hundreds of our pre-university students set up their very own ‘science

laboratory’ at home at the peak of the pandemic; with apparatus painstakingly

packed by our Science Laboratory colleagues and subject lecturers.

As much as online classes and meetings have brought us 

convenience and helped us tide over the early days of the 

pandemic, nothing beats going into a classroom full of 

anticipation. My colleagues and our students have kept 

themselves very busy since early this year. We wasted no time 

in organising various activities and outings for our students, 

whilst still keeping in mind safety practices as the nation 

transitions to an endemic phase.

It is truly a joy to see our students laughing together and getting 

to know each other better on campus after having only 

interacted online. We are confident that the days ahead will 

once again be filled with joy, learning and achievement.

“The secret of change is to focus all of your 
energy, not on fighting the old, but on 
building the new.” – Socrates.

Ong Mei Mei
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is Malaysia’s student rep at VU Graduations 2021

Sunway JB VU graduate, Veronica Beins

was given the honour to represent the

Malaysia cohort of 2020 to speak at the

Virtual Graduation Ceremony held on 10

July 2021. The Covid19 pandemic had

prevented the ceremony from being held

physically but Veronica delivered an

excellent message nevertheless and did

us very proud!

Veronica

The Pre-U lecturers and Science Lab team were

adamant that students would not be disadvantaged

during the Covid19 lockdown and put their heads

together to make the Lab@Home initiative a reality. All

students undertaking Biology, Chemistry and Physics

subjects across the AUSMAT, Cambridge A-level and

MUFY programmes participated in the Practical

Emphasis Month held from between July-August 2021,

where students could bring the lab home!

Lab@Home Initiative
- a ‘thinking out of the box’ solution!

The initiative involved preparation and packing of over 15,000 items.

Students, with the help of 

supportive parents collected the 

Lab@Home kits via drive-thru.

Going the extra mile by 

delivering the 

Lab@Home kits to 

students who could not 

self-collect their items.
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Team Wodania - Lim Zhi Shao, Lim

Wei En, Chung Yi Xuen and Wong

Dek Ken from the ACCA

programme emerged champions at

the virtual Accounting Competency

Challenge 2021 organised by the

Beta Gamma Sigma UUM Chapter

(BGS) of University Utara Malaysia

in August 2021.

The Guidance and Counselling unit collaborated with Placement Support to deliver a virtual

Career Exploration Month. The sessions were delivered by speakers across a variety of

career fields including Sunway College JB alumni. This unique event offered different

perspectives of how career choices were made and personal sharing on how it was

necessary to pivot when things did not go according to plan.

Career Exploration Month Goes Virtual

ACCA Students are Champions of Accounting Competency 

Challenge 2021

Telegram Channel for 

Graduate Employment

Placement Support launched a Telegram

Channel dedicated to bringing the latest

information on employment opportunities and

insights on career trends to our graduates and

alumni. The vacancies posted on the channel are

specially curated to be relevant and screened to

ensure only credible employers are featured.

https://t.me/sunwayjbgraduateplacement
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We celebrated not 1 but 2 wins when our

pre-university lecturers whose creativity in

delivering lessons through innovative videos

were recognised at the 1st Southeast Asian

Teaching and Learning Video Awards!

Catch their award winning videos here.

Physics at the Kitchen Top

https://youtu.be/6Xcr13IW4nA

The Need for Accounting

https://youtu.be/4CBL2Ymy4x4

Team Pre-U wins big at SEA 

Online Teaching and 

Learning Video Awards

Physical Sporting Activities Resume

with a Badminton Tournament

The gradual easing of Covid19 SOPs saw the return of

physical sporting activities, starting with a much

anticipated Badminton Tournament.

To allow more shuttlers the opportunity to participate

within the short duration permitted, only doubles

categories were played amidst strict safety measures

including a mandatory self-test upon arrival before the

games commenced.

https://youtu.be/6Xcr13IW4nA
https://youtu.be/4CBL2Ymy4x4
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Earth Hour is a global initiative by the World

Wildlife Fund, encouraging all of us to be

accountable for our ecological footprint. This

movement aims to spark conversations, ideas,

and solutions addressing environmental

challenges and to make the world a better place.

The Sunway College Residence community

came together to do their part by switching off all

non-essential lights from 8.30pm to 9.30pm on

Saturday, 26 March and taking the opportunity

to gather outdoors for some candle-lit fun!

Lights Out at SCR for Earth Hour!

Staff and Students Heed National Call to Give Precious Blood

The campus community banded together in

response to the call for blood following reports

by the National Blood Centre (Pusat Darah

Negara) on the depleting reserves. Student

Services took the lead by initiating the

collaboration with Hospital Sultan Ismail and

successfully achieved the targeted number of

bags ahead of schedule!
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Student Leaders ‘Camp-out’ on-campus for Teambuilding

VU’s Block Model arrives in JB

Following its successful implementation at the VU campuses in Australia, off-shore

providers of VU undergraduate programmes such as Sunway College Johor Bahru are

now taking the lead in rolling out this ‘New Way To Do Uni’ which will take effect from the

July 2022 semester for newly enrolled as well as current students alike.

A launching ceremony was held for prospective

students, school principals, guidance counsellors

and the public on 19 June, in conjunction with

celebrating 15 years of the VU business degree

programme being offered at Sunway College Johor

Bahru. Visitors and guests received door gifts

comprising VU premiums, in addition to chances at

a lucky draw which was held at the end of the

launching ceremony.

Most importantly, everyone who attended the

launch left with a better appreciation of the VU

Block Model and agreed unanimously that students

would benefit from this excellent change in the way

university learning would be conducted. With Block

Model, students can be confident to start well, and

finish brilliantly!

Fancy camping “indoors”? It was surely a new experience for the 30 students holding

leadership roles in the various student bodies including clubs and societies.

The activity which brought student leaders together for fun and games as a platform to

forge closer ties and build team spirit between the different student-led movements, was

held on-campus but required the participants to sleep in tents which they had to pitch

themselves as part of the experience!
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ing Family Siblings 
CONTINUE THEIR TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

Chloe Ling Chun Fern from Sunway College JB’s AUSMAT 2021 cohort did not only live up

to her family’s expectation, she exceeded this and captured the hearts and minds of her

lecturers and everyone who knew her.

She is third in line from a family of four siblings, with elder siblings who were equally

impressive and academically excellent. Eldest sister Carisa Ling Chun Yue, was top

achiever of her AUSMAT 2016 cohort who went on to pursue medicine at Monash University

and recently commenced her housemanship in June. Christine Ling Chun Hui joined

Sunway College JB in 2018, choosing to enrol for the Cambridge A-levels and achieved 3A*

1A, earning her offers from several universities before deciding on Nanyang Technological

University (NTU) Singapore where she now pursues Biological Chemistry.

“Pre-U studies at Sunway College JB was an obvious choice because my two older sisters

had also studied here so I was well aware about the quality of education and the pleasant

environment, making it an easy decision for me.” explained Chloe who achieved 9A+ for her

SPM examinations in 2020 and received the JPA sponsorship to pursue her AUSMAT.

Early into studies, she was quickly singled

out by her English as an Additional

Language or Dialect (ELD) lecturer, Ms

Emmy Jong for her proficiency in the

language and nominated Chloe to

participate in the Virtual International

Language Competition (VILC) English

Essay Writing Competition organised by the

Academy of Language Studies, UiTM Johor

campus. Chloe wrote a piece which

showcased her impeccable use of

language, depth of thought and her ability to

synthesise ideas from her research in

support of her arguments which bagged her

second placing!

Hence, it came as no surprise when Chloe

received the Special Subject Certificate of

Excellence in English as an Additional

Language or Dialect for the 2021

examination sitting. She also achieved

ATAR 97.30 and was ranked third highest

among her cohort. We have no doubt her

parents are pleased as her lecturers are

proud of what Chloe has accomplished

despite the challenges of hybrid learning

amidst the Covid19 pandemic.

Along with great achievements

come difficult decisions as Chloe

now faces the dilemma of choosing

between her many offers from

outstanding universities including

King’s College London, University

of Bristol and Monash University to

read law. She is however, also

looking into the option of pursuing

liberal arts and has yet to make her

choice for now.

The Ling family, from L to R : Mr Ling, Chloe, 
Cheryl, Christine, Carisa and Mrs Ling
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